Abstract: Lodging has been recognized as one of the major destructive factors for crop quality and yield, resulting in an increasing need to develop cost-efficient and accurate methods for detecting crop lodging in a routine manner. Using structure-from-motion (SfM) and novel geospatial computing algorithms, this study investigated the potential of high resolution imaging with unmanned aircraft system (UAS) technology for detecting and assessing lodging severity over an experimental maize field at the Texas A&M AgriLife Research and Extension Center in Corpus Christi, Texas, during the 2016 growing season. The method was proposed to not only detect the occurrence of lodging at the field scale, but also to quantitatively estimate the number of lodged plants and the lodging rate within individual rows. Nadir-view images of the field trial were taken by multiple UAS platforms equipped with consumer grade red, green, and blue (RGB), and near-infrared (NIR) cameras on a routine basis, enabling a timely observation of the plant growth until harvesting. Models of canopy structure were reconstructed via an SfM photogrammetric workflow. The UAS-estimated maize height was characterized by polygons developed and expanded from individual row centerlines, and produced reliable accuracy when compared against field measures of height obtained from multiple dates. The proposed method then segmented the individual maize rows into multiple grid cells and determined the lodging severity based on the height percentiles against preset thresholds within individual grid cells. From the analysis derived from this method, the UAS-based lodging results were generally comparable in accuracy to those measured by a human data collector on the ground, measuring the number of lodging plants (R 2 = 0.48) and the lodging rate (R 2 = 0.50) on a per-row basis. The results also displayed a negative relationship of ground-measured yield with UAS-estimated and ground-measured lodging rate.
Introduction
Crop lodging refers to the bending over or displacement of the aboveground stalk from the upright stance (stalk lodging), or damage of the root-soil attachment (root lodging). It has been recognized
Materials and Methods

Study Area
The maize field trial was established at the Texas A&M AgriLife Research and Extension Center (27 • Figure 1 ), and each plot consisted of two consecutive rows that were 5.61-m long, spaced at 0.97 m. The rest of the delineated plants at the left side composed a total of 36 plots (the same 36 varieties), and each plot consisted of four consecutive rows. In the lower portion, seeds of 28 different commercial and experimental hybrids were planted, and each plant seed origin was replicated 16 times. Therefore, a total of 28 × 16 = 448 plots were generated, and each plot consisted of two consecutive rows. Soil at the experiment site was primarily Orelia fine sandy loam (Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, hyperthermic Typic Argiustolls), with a typical clay content of 25 to 33%. At the field location, there is also some Raymondville complex (Fine, mixed, superactive, hyperthermic Vertic Calciustolls), and plots were blocked accordingly. Liquid fertilizer was applied in pre-planting to supply 112 kg/ha nitrogen, 28 kg/ha phosphorus, 28 kg/ha sulfur, and 1.35 kg/ha zinc. In Figure 1 , delineated polygons represent plots with available ground-measured height, lodging, or yield data. All of the plants without delineation represent hybrid fills or plots in the absence of ground measurements, and therefore were excluded from subsequent processing and analysis in the study. Maize plants were planted at an average rate of 5.63 seeds/m on 1 April 2016, and were harvested on 5 August 2016. The background orthographic image of the complete field trial used in Figure 1 was generated from UAS images acquired on 17 May 2016. Due to the ground data availability, both the upper and lower portions of the field trial were used to examine the accuracy of plant height extracted from the UAS images. The lower portion was also employed to explore the potential of the lodging detection method proposed in this study. 
Image Collection from UAS Platforms
The maize field trial was frequently observed by multiple UAS platforms equipped with different cameras acquiring complementary image data in the visible and near-infrared (NIR) spectral bands. In this paper, a DJI Phantom 2 Vision+ (DJI, Shenzhen, Guangdong, China), a DJI Phantom 4 (DJI, Shenzhen, Guangdong, China), and a 3DR Solo (3D Robotics, Berkeley, CA, USA) quadcopters, as well as a senseFly eBee (sensefly, Cheseaux-Lausanne, Switzerland) fixed-wing platform were employed for UAS observations across the growing season. Table 1 summarizes detailed image features of the cameras carried by the UAS platforms. Routine flight experiments were conducted from VE (emergence) to R6 (physiological maturity) plant growth stage, with flight frequency targeted weekly and adjusted depending on the local weather conditions. Table 2 summarizes the flight experiments that were used for subsequent analysis and associated flight information. All DJI and 3DR Solo platforms focused on observing the field trial and flew below 50 m above ground level, while the eBee was planned to fly higher to cover a larger area of the field complex. This produced a larger ground sample distance (GSD) for eBee-acquired imagery, which, in return, resulted in a smaller point density for the 3D point cloud data generated 
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In order to generate georeferenced and accurate 2D and 3D geospatial products through SfM photogrammetry, four permanent and six temporary ground control targets (GCTs) were installed around the field trial before the maize seeds were planted. A temporary GCT consisted of a two-foot high wooden stick that was securely and vertically pounded into soil, and a horizontal wooden panel attached on the top of the stick. The temporary GCTs were clearly identifiable by images taken from low-altitude DJI and 3DR Solo platforms, and their locations are depicted in Figure 1 . Permanent GCTs are bigger, unmovable targets, built directly on the ground and were used to georeference eBee images. The locations of the permanent GCTs are not present in Figure 1 as the eBee platform flew at a higher altitude and covering a larger area than the field trial. A sample image containing a permanent GCT is presented in Figure 2a . All GCTs were geodetically surveyed using an Altus APS-3 receiver (Altus Positioning Systems, Torrance, CA, USA), with differential corrections from the TxDOT virtual reference station (VRS) network that offers centimeter-accuracy coordinates.
Field Data Collection
Maize plant height in this study was measured as the straight distance from the ground level to the apex of the flag leaf (the last leaf to emerge that is immediately below the spike) on a plant. In the field trial, the plant height data was collected with a measuring ruler on a per-plot basis. Although using a ruler is debatable and may also introduce inaccuracy issues, it still serves as a standard and acceptable measurement in maize field research programs [6, 28, 30] . In the field trial, three plants from each plot were randomly selected for height measurement, and their average number served as the height of the plot. For the upper portion of the field trial, ground-measured plant height was collected on 26 April, 13 May, 27 May, 6 June, and 1 July 2016, respectively. For the lower portion, ground-measured plant height was collected on 6 May, 13 May, 27 May, 6 June, and 1 July 2016, respectively.
Maize lodging data were manually collected by a ground data collector on a per-row basis, and two numbers within each row were collected:
(1) Plant stand counts. This was necessary to calculate the lodging rate. Stand counts are not constant within fields because of germination differences across varieties and field positions. (2) Number of lodged maize plants. Any maize stalks that had laid over due to environmental factors with an approximate inclination of 60 • from a vertical position and would not likely be processed by the combine were deemed as lodging plants, including both root and stalk lodging.
Manually collecting lodging data requires considerable effort and time; therefore, not all plots in the field trial were scouted. Instead, lodging information from a total of 288 plots (i.e., 576 rows) in the lower portion of the field trial was collected on 25 July 2016.
In the lower portion of the field trial, only the upper row within each plot was harvested for yield data on 5 August 2016. The maize plants were harvested by combine, and the harvested kernels were placed into paper bags. The paper bags were shaken for the homogenization of samples, and then the sub-samples of kernels (approx. 0.5 kg) were placed in a grain sampler to test the moisture (% moisture) and calculate bushel weight (lbs./bushel). In this work, yield was adjusted to a standard 15% moisture in bushels per acre for each plot, and was calculated using the formulas from [31].
Canopy Height Model Generation
After UAS images were acquired for each flight experiment, SfM processing was performed using the Pix4Dmapper Pro (Pix4D SA, Lausanne, Switzerland) software to generate geospatial products. If the images of the maize plants contain sufficient, statistically identifiable features, then the SfM algorithm recovers original camera positions and poses by detecting and matching corresponding features from overlapping images using automatic aerial triangulation (AAT). It geometrically establishes the projection between two corresponding points from a pair of images representing the same object. The internal camera parameters (e.g., focal length, principal point, and lens distortions) are then optimized based on the bundle block adjustment (BBA) to geometrically rectify the perspective distortions. By applying the calibrated optimization, the SfM algorithm performs 3D reconstruction and generates a densified point cloud from a large number of common features in the images. This is subsequently used to derive a 2D orthomosaic image [32] .
The orthomosaic images were not used in the present work. On the other hand, the point cloud datasets were loaded into and processed by the LAStools software (rapidlasso GmbH, 82205 Gilching, Germany) and used to generate DSM representations under a uniform resolution of 40 mm/pixel, using triangulated irregular network (TIN)-based spatial interpolation. Height estimation from a canopy height model (CHM) is expressed as
where DTM represents the digital terrain model (i.e., the raster created by using images taken on 12 April 2016). Figure 3 illustrates the CHM generation process from DSMs.
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Plant Height Extraction from DSM
Given the discrepancy of appearance and shape of the different types of crops, UAS SfM-based height measurement methods may differ to reflect the actual plant height as accurately as possible. For example, cotton plants are usually observed with a smooth canopy surface, and the plant height profile across a row does not change steeply if transecting within a certain range around the cotton row centerline. However, a maize plant is cone-shaped and has a sharp canopy surface; therefore, a raster pixel representing the top of the tassel may be contaminated by lower leaves or even bare earth. In order to standardize the height estimation, only measurements around centerlines of the maize rows were included for calculation in this work.
The UAS SfM-based height estimation method introduced herein has three steps:
(1) Determination of the centerline on the georeferenced orthoimage or CHM raster for each row. In this step, two endpoints for each of the crop rows are manually selected and the centerline is drawn along the row. As demonstrated in Figure 4 , the cyan solid line on each row represents the centerline. The lengths of the row centerlines may slightly differ, and a centerline is supposed to reasonably cover an entire row. (2) Drawing row polygons according to the centerlines. The polygons are regular rectangles with the long edges being the centerlines while the short edges being adjustable. Specifically, a centerline width of 10 cm was determined to filter out as many pixels as possible representing soil and lower leaves. (3) Computation of height information. Height is estimated on a per-row (or per-plot) basis using CHM values in the polygons painted with stripes along the row centerlines, as illustrated in Figure 4 .
The impetus for using this method is twofold. First, the crops were planted along straight lines instead of any curved lines. A curve or other irregular row design requires more complicated automation for estimating plant height information. Second, a centerline is drawn on top of the continuously planted crops in order to exclude height information of bare soil in between intermittently or sparsely planted crops that may contaminate the results. However, this does not necessarily mean plants have to grow healthy and straight up during the whole growing season. For example, the lodging of the maize field trial occurred during the growing season, and this height estimation method can detect it with CHM pixels in the centerline polygons. In addition, the 
The impetus for using this method is twofold. First, the crops were planted along straight lines instead of any curved lines. A curve or other irregular row design requires more complicated automation for estimating plant height information. Second, a centerline is drawn on top of the continuously planted crops in order to exclude height information of bare soil in between intermittently or sparsely planted crops that may contaminate the results. However, this does not necessarily mean plants have to grow healthy and straight up during the whole growing season. For example, the lodging of the maize field trial occurred during the growing season, and this height estimation method can detect it with CHM pixels in the centerline polygons. In addition, the definition of plant height may vary for different types of crops and/or agricultural applications. This method can adjust polygon width around a centerline in accordance with the appearance and shape of different types of crops. 
Lodging Detection Method
It is hypothesized that lodging severity is directly associated with a canopy structural anomaly as compared to canopy structure in non-lodged areas. Using the height estimation method introduced in the previous section, a number of widely used height statistics can be calculated in a straightforward manner to characterize canopy structural complexity such as Hmax, Hmin, Hmean, Hstd, Hn, Herr, and Hcv. Among these metrics, Hmax, Hmin, Hmean, Hstd, and Hn represents the maximum height, minimum height, mean height, height standard deviation, and n-th height percentile, respectively, in a polygon painted with stripes along a row centerline, as depicted in Figure 4 . The validity of coefficient of variation of canopy height, Hcv, has been examined as an effective point cloud metric for describing height variation [33, 34] , and is arithmetically estimated as the ratio of Hstd to Hmean, as defined in Equation (2).
Moving forward, the elevation relief ratio, Herr, as defined in Equation (3), was originally introduced by [35] and has been used in forestry studies as a measure of quantifying canopy relative shape. It has been found among the most significant variables for identifying forest fire severity by assessing the canopy height anomaly [36, 37] . A more recent research study characterized maize canopy structural complexity and used Herr for leaf area index (LAI) estimation [38] .
Prior work performed an initial lodging investigation using the aforementioned height metrics. However, a disadvantage is that the lodging severity is not directly estimated, and the locations of lodging plants remain unknown. Therefore, a grid-based lodging assessment method is presented in this section in order to not only detect the occurrence of lodging, but also to quantitatively estimate the lodging severity and their locations. 
It is hypothesized that lodging severity is directly associated with a canopy structural anomaly as compared to canopy structure in non-lodged areas. Using the height estimation method introduced in the previous section, a number of widely used height statistics can be calculated in a straightforward manner to characterize canopy structural complexity such as H max , H min , H mean , H std , H n , H err , and H cv . Among these metrics, H max , H min , H mean , H std , and H n represents the maximum height, minimum height, mean height, height standard deviation, and n-th height percentile, respectively, in a polygon painted with stripes along a row centerline, as depicted in Figure 4 . The validity of coefficient of variation of canopy height, H cv , has been examined as an effective point cloud metric for describing height variation [33, 34] , and is arithmetically estimated as the ratio of H std to H mean , as defined in Equation (2) .
Moving forward, the elevation relief ratio, H err , as defined in Equation (3), was originally introduced by [35] and has been used in forestry studies as a measure of quantifying canopy relative shape. It has been found among the most significant variables for identifying forest fire severity by assessing the canopy height anomaly [36, 37] . A more recent research study characterized maize canopy structural complexity and used H err for leaf area index (LAI) estimation [38] .
First, the grid-based lodging method geometrically segments a polygon, developed by a row centerline, as shown in Figure 4 , into multiple rectangular sections along the centerline. The number of segmented grid cells in a polygon N grid is expressed as
where L and L g are the length of the centerline and predefined grid cell spacing, respectively. The function ceil rounds up N grid toward the nearest larger integer in case a leftover fraction exists. Maize rows are segmented into grid cells in this study because variation in height within individual rows frequently occurred, which prevents us from accurately recognizing the number of lodging plants in a full row scale. Instead, segmenting the rows into grid cells allows us to examine and focus on the lodging severity on a per-plant basis. By using this approach, the ideal grid cell spacing is the plant spacing, which enables a plant to be allocated in each of the individual grid cells. Next, plant lodging per a row is then estimated according to Equation (5) [
where inputs are inside of the pair of parentheses of the function f, while the outputs are inside of the pair of square brackets []. N p , L p , and ULR, are the plant stand count, the number of lodged plants, and the UAS-estimated lodging rate within a row, respectively. grid i (i = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1, n) indicates the i-th of n grid cells in a centerline polygon. thrd_param contains predefined parameters and thresholds that determine the lodging estimate results. Two key thresholds in thrd_param are thrd 90 and thrd 99 . These two numbers are selected to compare against the 90th and 99th percentiles in height (i.e., H 90 and H 99 ) within a grid cell, respectively, to determine whether a grid cell should be considered as lodging or non-lodging. More specifically, H 99 has been frequently used to represent the plant height, and the first lodging/non-lodging threshold thrd 99 is then established to identify if there still exists a few height measurements (at least 1%) within a grid cell that prevents this cell from being detected as lodging. In other words, any grid cells where H 99 < thrd 99 is satisfied is determined as lodging. On the other hand, at times the authors observed that within a lodging grid cell H 99 > thrd 99 was satisfied, which means the grid cell was mistakenly identified as non-lodging according to the aforementioned classification criterion. This directly caused an underestimation of the lodging severity. The classification error is thought to be caused by the CHM inaccuracy in some individual grid cells where the height signals were contaminated and inflated by processing artifacts. Therefore, the second threshold, thrd 90 , is initiated to decide whether there exist enough height measurements (at least 10%) in a grid cell that distinguish the actual plant from any height artifacts. In this work, the best threshold values for both thrd 99 and thrd 90 were identified by empirically assessing the spatial patterns of the canopy structure. Therefore, whether a grid cell is considered lodging or non-lodging is parameterized as follows: 
Determination of the values of L g , thrd 90 , and thrd 99 in this work will be discussed below in Section 3.3. Next, the number of lodged plants in the i-th grid cell is estimated as
where R s is the seeding rate and L i is the length of the i-th grid cell. It is worth nothing that for a grid
, and L i < L g happens only if i = n and it is a leftover grid cell fraction in a centerline polygon. δ i is defined as δ i = 1, if the i − th grid cell is determined as lodging 0, if the i − th grid cell is determined as non − lodging (8) After estimating the number of lodged plants N p,i in each individual grid cell, the number of lodged plants in a row L p is estimated as:
N p and ULR are finally estimated with Equations (10) and (11) .
This method enables estimating the lodging results within individual grid cells and the identification of the number of lodged plants and their locations in individual plant rows. The complete workflow of the grid-based lodging assessment method is presented in Figure 5 . Rectangles depict processes or outputs, while parallelograms represent the necessary input data. The key components of this method are within the red dashed rectangle and have been explained in this section by Equations (4)- (11). 
Np and ULR are finally estimated with Equations (10) and (11).
Results and Discussion
Plant Height Validation
UAS-based maize plant height was estimated according to the method introduced in Section 2.5. The width of the centerline-developed polygons was set to 10 cm, and the 99th percentile in height was selected for validation. It is worth clarifying that the UAS platforms did not fly on exactly the same dates when the ground-measured height datasets were collected (Table 3) . To enable a 
Results and Discussion
Plant Height Validation
UAS-based maize plant height was estimated according to the method introduced in Section 2.5. The width of the centerline-developed polygons was set to 10 cm, and the 99th percentile in height was selected for validation. It is worth clarifying that the UAS platforms did not fly on exactly the same dates when the ground-measured height datasets were collected (Table 3) . To enable a height comparison as fair as possible, the flight experiments closest to the ground data collection dates were selected. Figure 6 provides a comparison of the ground-measured maize height and UAS-measured maize height in the field trial. Rather than separating the results from the upper and lower portions of the field trial, the figure merged results from both portions and the height comparison of individual dates is differentiated by color, as explained in Table 3 . The left subfigure shows the overall height comparison across various dates for both upper and lower portions of the field trial. The 1:1 relationship is marked with a dashed black line. The right subfigures illustrate a height comparison for individual dates, and the red solid lines depict linear regressions between ground observed height and the UAS-estimated equivalent. In the right subfigures, the coefficient of determination (R 2 ) for most individual linear regressions ranged from 0.26 to 0.43, whereas a dramatically lower value (R 2 = 0) was observed for the cyan dots (i.e., 6 May 2016). A possible reason for the failed correlation of cyan dots (i.e., 6 May 2016) could be caused by a relatively low height variation (<0.4 m) as compared to other dates, making SfM processing noise a dominant negative factor for obtaining a higher correlation. Moreover, the reduced correlation could also be affected by the inconsistency of height extraction norms between the UAS method and the ground survey. Specifically, within individual plots, the UAS method estimated height by leveraging signals at 40 mm resolution (CHM pixel resolution) in centerline polygons, while the ground survey extracted height by averaging measurements from three plant samples.
Remote Figure 6 provides a comparison of the ground-measured maize height and UAS-measured maize height in the field trial. Rather than separating the results from the upper and lower portions of the field trial, the figure merged results from both portions and the height comparison of individual dates is differentiated by color, as explained in Table 3 . The left subfigure shows the overall height comparison across various dates for both upper and lower portions of the field trial. The 1:1 relationship is marked with a dashed black line. The right subfigures illustrate a height comparison for individual dates, and the red solid lines depict linear regressions between ground observed height and the UAS-estimated equivalent. In the right subfigures, the coefficient of determination (R 2 ) for most individual linear regressions ranged from 0.26 to 0.43, whereas a dramatically lower value (R 2 = 0) was observed for the cyan dots (i.e., 6 May 2016). A possible reason for the failed correlation of cyan dots (i.e., 6 May 2016) could be caused by a relatively low height variation (<0.4 m) as compared to other dates, making SfM processing noise a dominant negative factor for obtaining a higher correlation. Moreover, the reduced correlation could also be affected by the inconsistency of height extraction norms between the UAS method and the ground survey. Specifically, within individual plots, the UAS method estimated height by leveraging signals at 40 mm resolution (CHM pixel resolution) in centerline polygons, while the ground survey extracted height by averaging measurements from three plant samples. In addition, the green and black dots (i.e., UAS images taken on 17 May and 8 June 2016, respectively) reveal a slight height overestimate. This is because the flight experiments were conducted two to three days after the ground-measured plant height was collected. On the contrary, the underestimate from blue dots stemmed mainly from the flight occurring one day earlier than ground height collection at the rapid growth stage (i.e., around V10). Slight underestimate from magenta and cyan dots was primarily caused by the inclusion of the soil in centerline-based polygons due to the small size of the plants.
However, according to the left subfigure on a broader time scale, the scattered comparison demonstrates a good detection of the actual growth rates across the growing season (R 2 = 0.88). This verified the validity of the UAS height estimation introduced in Section 2.5.
Lodging and Non-lodging Comparison over the Growing Season
The lodging severity was strongly affected by canopy structural anomalies, and the height examination over exemplary lodging and non-lodging plots during the growing season is presented. Figure 7 illustrates the height change by averaging ten non-lodging/lodging plots, respectively, across the growing season. Markers with red, blue, and black colors depict the results from the DJI Phantom 4, 3DR Solo, and eBee platforms, respectively. Unsurprisingly, it is observed that the lodging plots generally had a lower height than the non-lodging plots due to the bending over of the maize stalks. As a consequence of flying at the highest altitude, the results extracted from eBee do not vary extensively to the flight date because eBee's GSD is higher than the other two platforms, as shown in Table 2 . Signal in one eBee image pixel with mixed maize tassels and neighboring objects (e.g., lower leaves and/or even bare earth) hindered the DSM from forming a sharp canopy surface; on the contrary, it resulted in a lower but steadier height estimate overall.
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In addition, the green and black dots (i.e., UAS images taken on 17 May and 8 June 2016, respectively) reveal a slight height overestimate. This is because the flight experiments were conducted two to three days after the ground-measured plant height was collected. On the contrary, the underestimate from blue dots stemmed mainly from the flight occurring one day earlier than ground height collection at the rapid growth stage (i.e., around V10). Slight underestimate from magenta and cyan dots was primarily caused by the inclusion of the soil in centerline-based polygons due to the small size of the plants.
The lodging severity was strongly affected by canopy structural anomalies, and the height examination over exemplary lodging and non-lodging plots during the growing season is presented. Figure 7 illustrates the height change by averaging ten non-lodging/lodging plots, respectively, across the growing season. Markers with red, blue, and black colors depict the results from the DJI Phantom 4, 3DR Solo, and eBee platforms, respectively. Unsurprisingly, it is observed that the lodging plots generally had a lower height than the non-lodging plots due to the bending over of the maize stalks. As a consequence of flying at the highest altitude, the results extracted from eBee do not vary extensively to the flight date because eBee's GSD is higher than the other two platforms, as shown in Table 2 . Signal in one eBee image pixel with mixed maize tassels and neighboring objects (e.g., lower leaves and/or even bare earth) hindered the DSM from forming a sharp canopy surface; on the contrary, it resulted in a lower but steadier height estimate overall. Two main lodging events are marked in cyan-colored windows with reference to the days after planting (DAP) in Figure 7 . The first significant lodging was observed around 20 May 2016 (i.e., 49 Figure 7 . Height comparison by averaging ten exemplary non-lodging and lodging plots, respectively. Markers with red, blue, and black colors depict results from the DJI Phantom 4, 3DR Solo, and eBee platforms, respectively. Two cyan-colored windows represent main lodging events during the entire growing season. The dotted green oval highlights how the plant height changed before, during and after the first lodging event.
Two main lodging events are marked in cyan-colored windows with reference to the days after planting (DAP) in Figure 7 . The first significant lodging was observed around 20 May 2016 (i.e., Remote Sens. 2017, 9, 923 14 of 24 49 DAP). This corresponds well with the remarkable height drop for the lodging plants in the dotted green oval area. After a few days, many of the lodged plants quickly recovered and straightened up before the UAS flew over the field trial again on 26 May 2016 (i.e., 55 DAP), and therefore, the height results of lodged plants rose again. Although many plants recovered from lodging, a second lodging event took place in June 2016 (i.e., around 62-64 DAP), and also affected an extensive area. However, when compared with the first lodging event that occurred in May 2016, older and taller lodged maize plants in June, 2016, became increasingly less likely to straighten up [39] , resulting in a lower height in general than non-lodging plots during the second half of the growing season.
Lodging Assessment
In the proposed lodging detection method, the values of the predefined parameters thrd 90 and thrd 99 are subject to change during the growing season depending on the actual plant height of that growth stage. In the present work, the DJI Phantom 4 flight image dataset collected on 30 June 2016 (i.e., 90 DAP), was selected for subsequent lodging detection assessment. Empirical tuning of the predefined parameters in order to ensure the optimal lodging detection performance suggested values for thrd 90 and thrd 99 equal to 0.15 m and 0.45 m, respectively. Assessing the lodging severity at an earlier growth stage may suggest a different set of thrd 90 and thrd 99 settings depending on the spatial patterns of canopy structure; however, this is beyond the scope of discussion in this study. In terms of the grid cell spacing in a row, i.e., L g , its value was chosen to stay consistent with the seed spacing in a row (i.e., 1 /R s ), and this paper rounded it to L g = 0.2 m. Larger cell spacing is prone to underestimating the lodging severity because the lodging plants in a cell may not be detected by using the conditional statement (6) . Small cell spacing, on the contrary, is liable to produce overestimated lodging counts by summing up excessive grid cells determined as lodging through conditional statement (6) . Figure 8 , the most severe lodging was observed at the third row. This is intuitively consistent with the detection results shown on the right subfigure. In addition, lodging plants at other rows are also successfully detected and geo-located.
A complete correlation matrix displaying the correlation coefficients among the ground-measured lodging rate (GLR), UAS-estimated lodging rate (ULR), canopy structural complexity metrics, and yield is presented in Table 4 . For calculating GLR, stand counts manually collected in the field were used as N p ; while, in the ULR approach, N p was estimated via Equation (10) in an effort to minimize the usage of field data, and the ULR value was calculated via Equation (11) . The left-most column shows how the height metrics, yield, and ULR correlate to the GLR. High negative correlations (0.55 < |r| < 0.60) were found between the GLR and H mean , as well as H 50 . Reduced correlation values were obtained when the percentile in height increased. This is because the lodging rate depends little on local maxima or minima of 3D canopy structure, but on the ratio of numbers of height measurements with high and low values. Slightly better correlations (|r| ≥ 0.60) were observed when using H err and H cv as these two metrics further reveal canopy structural heterogeneities based on CHMs. H err was negatively correlated to the lodging rate because, as defined in Equation (3), H mean in grid cells usually decreases when lodging rate increases. This also explains why H cv was positively correlated to lodging rate, as defined in Equation (2), while a lodging grid cell is also inclined to produce a higher H std than a non-lodging one. Table 4 . Correlation matrix displaying the correlation coefficients among ground-measured lodging rate, UAS-estimated lodging rate, canopy structural complexityBy using the lodging detection method introduced in this work, the most significantly high correlation was seen between GLR and ULR (r = 0.71). Intuitively, the direct comparison between ULR and GLR is shown in Figure 9 . The results substantiate that the proposed UAS-based lodging detection method has a great potential to accurately reflect lodging severity and could potentially replace manual measurements in the open field environment.
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By using the lodging detection method introduced in this work, the most significantly high correlation was seen between GLR and ULR (r = 0.71). Intuitively, the direct comparison between ULR and GLR is shown in Figure 9 . The results substantiate that the proposed UAS-based lodging detection method has a great potential to accurately reflect lodging severity and could potentially replace manual measurements in the open field environment. In addition, looking horizontally at the bottom line, Table 4 displays how the ULR correlated to other structural complexity metrics. Compared to the GLR, the ULR correlated more tightly to all of Figure 9 . Accuracy assessment of ground-measured lodging rate against UAS-estimated lodging rate.
In addition, looking horizontally at the bottom line, Table 4 displays how the ULR correlated to other structural complexity metrics. Compared to the GLR, the ULR correlated more tightly to all of the structural complexity metrics as the proposed UAS-based lodging detection method mathematically assessed the lodging severity based essentially on the canopy structural complexity. Compared with other metrics, the significantly better responses of the H mean , H err , and H cv to the ULR (|r| ≥ 0.75) demonstrate that the proposed method possessed some similarity with the metrics of H mean , H err , and H cv .
Accuracy assessment of the number of ground-measured lodging plants against UAS-estimated lodging plants was also conducted within individual rows (Figure 10 ). Each blue dot represents an individual row in the lower portion of the field trial. In general, the estimated numbers complied with a linear relationship (red solid line) with ground measurements that were close to the 1:1 line (black dashed line) with a R 2 = 0.48. the structural complexity metrics as the proposed UAS-based lodging detection method mathematically assessed the lodging severity based essentially on the canopy structural complexity. Compared with other metrics, the significantly better responses of the Hmean, Herr, and Hcv to the ULR ( r ≥ 0.75) demonstrate that the proposed method possessed some similarity with the metrics of Hmean, Herr, and Hcv.
Accuracy assessment of the number of ground-measured lodging plants against UAS-estimated lodging plants was also conducted within individual rows (Figure 10 ). Each blue dot represents an individual row in the lower portion of the field trial. In general, the estimated numbers complied with a linear relationship (red solid line) with ground measurements that were close to the 1:1 line (black dashed line) with a R 2 = 0.48. However, the linear trend in Figure 10 was visibly contaminated by noisy blue dots. The noise can be divided into two categories, i.e., overestimates and underestimates. Overestimates of the number of lodged plants is illustrated by the blue dots below the 1:1 line (highlighted as the brown oval in Figure 10 ). The reasons of overestimate are twofold. (1) Overestimates were susceptible to ground observational errors. More specifically, some plants that bent over 60° were mathematically estimated as lodging in the method but were not included by the ground data collector (Figure 11 ). (2) Late in the season, plant structures were liable to be failed in forming a closed canopy in the point cloud, leading to a suppressed height estimation [17, 28, 29] and overestimated lodging detection. The blue dots above the 1:1 line (highlighted as the pink oval in Figure 10 ) refer to the underestimates of the number of lodged plants within individual rows, which also stemmed from two primary causes.
(1) At times, maize leaves from non-lodging grid cells extended to lodging grid cells, which, to some extent, deceived the lodging detection method proposed and resulted in lodging grid cells being miscategorized as non-lodging ones. (2) In the proposed method, the plant stand count within an individual row was estimated as per Equation (10) (i.e., multiplying the average seeding rate by the length of the row centerline) in order to maximize the automation in the workflow instead of manned data collection in the field. However, after comparing it with the manual plant stand count in the field, it was found that the estimated stand count was prone to an underestimate given the seeding rate Rs in the field trial ( Figure 12) . Therefore, the underestimated stand count may in turn cause a slight decrease in estimating the number of lodged plants. On the other hand, accurate stand count based on early season imagery is one of the primary measurements that studies have been However, the linear trend in Figure 10 was visibly contaminated by noisy blue dots. The noise can be divided into two categories, i.e., overestimates and underestimates. Overestimates of the number of lodged plants is illustrated by the blue dots below the 1:1 line (highlighted as the brown oval in Figure 10 ). The reasons of overestimate are twofold. (1) Overestimates were susceptible to ground observational errors. More specifically, some plants that bent over 60 • were mathematically estimated as lodging in the method but were not included by the ground data collector (Figure 11 ). (2) Late in the season, plant structures were liable to be failed in forming a closed canopy in the point cloud, leading to a suppressed height estimation [17, 28, 29] and overestimated lodging detection. The blue dots above the 1:1 line (highlighted as the pink oval in Figure 10 ) refer to the underestimates of the number of lodged plants within individual rows, which also stemmed from two primary causes.
(1) At times, maize leaves from non-lodging grid cells extended to lodging grid cells, which, to some extent, deceived the lodging detection method proposed and resulted in lodging grid cells being miscategorized as non-lodging ones. (2) In the proposed method, the plant stand count within an individual row was estimated as per Equation (10) (i.e., multiplying the average seeding rate by the length of the row centerline) in order to maximize the automation in the workflow instead of manned data collection in the field. However, after comparing it with the manual plant stand count in the field, it was found that the estimated stand count was prone to an underestimate given the seeding rate R s in the field trial ( Figure 12) . Therefore, the underestimated stand count may in turn cause a slight decrease in estimating the number of lodged plants. On the other hand, accurate stand count based on early season imagery is one of the primary measurements that studies have been working to automate due to its importance as a metric for both farmers and researchers. Furthermore, it is believed to be a relatively straightforward metric to estimate using image processing algorithms [40, 41] . Once these algorithms are readily used and implemented with a UAS surveying approach, estimation errors introduced by using seed count are expected to be eliminated. Although not overly strong lodging correlations were observed in Figures 9 and 10 , the UAS-based method provides potential and feasibility to identify lodged maize plants in the field.
Remote Sens. 2017, 9, 923 18 of 23 working to automate due to its importance as a metric for both farmers and researchers. Furthermore, it is believed to be a relatively straightforward metric to estimate using image processing algorithms [40, 41] . Once these algorithms are readily used and implemented with a UAS surveying approach, estimation errors introduced by using seed count are expected to be eliminated.
Although not overly strong lodging correlations were observed in Figures 9 and 10 , the UAS-based method provides potential and feasibility to identify lodged maize plants in the field. Figure 11 . A portion of point cloud-based maize field trial under study in the 3D space demonstrating that the plants significantly bent over (as indicated by red arrows) were mathematically estimated as lodging in the method but were not included by the ground data collector.
The impact of weeds in this work was minimized by the centerline height extraction technique because: (1) height was estimated only around row centerlines with 10 cm width. By doing this, most of the weeds were filtered out by excluding any height signals outside of the centerline polygons; (2) weeds in the field were very low in height when compared to the maize plants. It was observed in the field that lodged maize plants were even higher than those remaining weeds growing along the rows.
It needs to be highlighted that the UAS image dataset used in this section was obtained on 30 June 2016, while the ground-measured lodging rate was collected on 25 July 2016. This is technically sound for comparison. As was discussed previously, the image datasets collected in July 2016, were not used for analysis due to poor canopy coverage. In addition, maize plants at this stage became increasingly less likely to further straighten up or to fall down [39] . The overall UAS-based lodging detection results on the lower portion of the field trial, within individual rows, are superimposed on an orthomosaic image produced from a DJI Phantom 4 flight on 30 June 2016 ( Figure 13) . A green polygon indicates a maize row less likely to be affected by lodging (low lodging rate), while a red polygon indicates a maize row more likely to be affected by lodging (high lodging rate). The impact of weeds in this work was minimized by the centerline height extraction technique because: (1) height was estimated only around row centerlines with 10 cm width. By doing this, most of the weeds were filtered out by excluding any height signals outside of the centerline polygons; (2) weeds in the field were very low in height when compared to the maize plants. It was observed in the field that lodged maize plants were even higher than those remaining weeds growing along the rows.
It needs to be highlighted that the UAS image dataset used in this section was obtained on 30 June 2016, while the ground-measured lodging rate was collected on 25 July 2016. This is technically sound for comparison. As was discussed previously, the image datasets collected in July 2016, were not used for analysis due to poor canopy coverage. In addition, maize plants at this stage became increasingly less likely to further straighten up or to fall down [39] . The overall UAS-based lodging detection results on the lower portion of the field trial, within individual rows, are superimposed on an orthomosaic image produced from a DJI Phantom 4 flight on 30 June 2016 ( Figure 13) . A green polygon indicates a maize row less likely to be affected by lodging (low lodging rate), while a red polygon indicates a maize row more likely to be affected by lodging (high lodging rate). A challenge facing practical implementation of the proposed method lies with its potential automation. In this work, most manual operations were associated with marking GCTs after a sparse 3D point cloud has been generated and when selecting centerline endpoints for each of the individual rows. Fortunately, the emergence of state-of-the-art real time kinetic (RTK)-equipped UAS platforms helped eliminate the need for tedious GCT-based georeferencing in SfM processing A challenge facing practical implementation of the proposed method lies with its potential automation. In this work, most manual operations were associated with marking GCTs after a sparse 3D point cloud has been generated and when selecting centerline endpoints for each of the individual rows. Fortunately, the emergence of state-of-the-art real time kinetic (RTK)-equipped UAS platforms helped eliminate the need for tedious GCT-based georeferencing in SfM processing A challenge facing practical implementation of the proposed method lies with its potential automation. In this work, most manual operations were associated with marking GCTs after a sparse 3D point cloud has been generated and when selecting centerline endpoints for each of the individual rows. Fortunately, the emergence of state-of-the-art real time kinetic (RTK)-equipped UAS platforms helped eliminate the need for tedious GCT-based georeferencing in SfM processing [42] . Moreover, algorithmic attempts on automatic crop row detection have recently been made, which can facilitate the automated crop centerline identification [43] . In other words, by using a RTK-enabled UAS platform and a more elaborate row centerline extraction technique, a complete automated lodging detection workflow can be achieved, regardless of the size of the field trial under study.
Although rare, it may happen that the actual canopy height of non-lodged maize plants is lower than the thresholds introduced in the proposed method due to a variety of factors, such as differences in plant type, management treatment, soil content, disease or insect infestation, and other human intervention. For large-scale production trials, as opposed to a small-scale field trial, like shown in this work, it is speculated that this issue may cause some false-lodging detection. Therefore, further examination on large-scale field trials is needed to better evaluate and improve the performance of the method.
To better understand the variability that may arise in linking the maize lodging severity and yield pattern, yield in response to the lodging rate is provided (Figure 14) . It intuitively confirms the fact that the plots that were not severely lodged usually produced higher yield in the field. Furthermore, the linear trend of yield vs. lodging rate obtained by using the UAS method was found to be closely consistent with that obtained by using ground measurements. In the Figure, results from some maize plots were observed to be off of the linear trend when the lodging rate was relatively low, particularly in the highlighted green oval. The lower accuracy achieved in the oval in Figure 14 is thought to be caused by a reduced germination rate in some plots, even if the lodging rate detected was low. In regards to this concern, improvement can be expected from excluding any plots with a relatively low germination rate (e.g., below 80%), provided that the germination rate information is available. Other possible causes are phenotypic differences in terms of the genetic suitability (yield potential), seed origin, or management treatments over plots in the field trial.
Remote Sens. 2017, 9, 923 20 of 23 [42] . Moreover, algorithmic attempts on automatic crop row detection have recently been made, which can facilitate the automated crop centerline identification [43] . In other words, by using a RTK-enabled UAS platform and a more elaborate row centerline extraction technique, a complete automated lodging detection workflow can be achieved, regardless of the size of the field trial under study. Although rare, it may happen that the actual canopy height of non-lodged maize plants is lower than the thresholds introduced in the proposed method due to a variety of factors, such as differences in plant type, management treatment, soil content, disease or insect infestation, and other human intervention. For large-scale production trials, as opposed to a small-scale field trial, like shown in this work, it is speculated that this issue may cause some false-lodging detection. Therefore, further examination on large-scale field trials is needed to better evaluate and improve the performance of the method.
To better understand the variability that may arise in linking the maize lodging severity and yield pattern, yield in response to the lodging rate is provided (Figure 14) . It intuitively confirms the fact that the plots that were not severely lodged usually produced higher yield in the field. Furthermore, the linear trend of yield vs. lodging rate obtained by using the UAS method was found to be closely consistent with that obtained by using ground measurements. In the Figure, results from some maize plots were observed to be off of the linear trend when the lodging rate was relatively low, particularly in the highlighted green oval. The lower accuracy achieved in the oval in Figure 14 is thought to be caused by a reduced germination rate in some plots, even if the lodging rate detected was low. In regards to this concern, improvement can be expected from excluding any plots with a relatively low germination rate (e.g., below 80%), provided that the germination rate information is available. Other possible causes are phenotypic differences in terms of the genetic suitability (yield potential), seed origin, or management treatments over plots in the field trial. 
Conclusions
Photogrammetric algorithms, visualization techniques, and geospatial computing analysis have been combined here to put forward a novel, UAS-based method for detection and assessment of maize lodging severity. Multiple fixed-wing and multirotor UAS platforms were employed to conduct routine flight experiments over a maize field trial during the 2016 growing season. 
Photogrammetric algorithms, visualization techniques, and geospatial computing analysis have been combined here to put forward a novel, UAS-based method for detection and assessment of maize lodging severity. Multiple fixed-wing and multirotor UAS platforms were employed to conduct routine flight experiments over a maize field trial during the 2016 growing season. High-resolution images of each flight experiment were loaded into the SfM-driven photogrammetric software to reconstruct a 3D canopy structure and digital surface model. By subtracting a digital terrain model created from a pre-crop growth UAS flight, a canopy height model was obtained to filter out any terrain-induced elevation change. In order to accurately extract the canopy height in individual rows, height signals within expandable row centerline polygons were leveraged. An accuracy assessment has proved that the UAS-SfM photogrammetry was able to produce reliable height estimates that were consistent with ruler measured results on the ground (R 2 = 0.88). The lodging detection and assessment method developed in the study segmented individual maize rows into multiple grid cells and determined the lodging severity based on height percentiles against preset thresholds within individual grid cells. The method was evaluated relative to manually surveyed lodging plant counts and lodging rates within individual rows. In general, the UAS-based method was able to produce measures of lodging generally comparable in accuracy to those measured by the ground data collector in a less labor intensive manner (R 2 = 0.48 in terms of number of lodging plants, and R 2 = 0.50 in terms of lodging rate). Overestimates and underestimates of the lodging severity were also analyzed, and are expected to be minimized with a more accurate collection of ground lodging counts. Furthermore, a comparison between ground-measured yield and UAS-estimated and ground-measured lodging rate was also provided. Results showed that the UAS-estimated lodging rate compared favorably to the ground-based estimates in terms of yield prediction.
Overall, instead of manual scouting, the proposed UAS-imaging method has the potential to be standardized as a workflow to quantitatively assess lodging severity in a crop field environment, and to provide a rapid assessment of lodging damage following post-storm events. The lodging information could potentially be used for insurance assessment or projecting yield loss. However, due to possibly different inter-row distance, plant spacing, and canopy profile, threshold tuning is inevitably required for adapting this method to a variety of plant types over different growth stages. Future work will focus on exploring the spectral features of lodging plants, defining maize lodging more rigorously, and investigating a more accurate manner for ground lodging data collection. More exploration is also needed in analyzing and monitoring lodging in earlier growth stages, as well as validating these methods on other types of crops. Last but not least, UAS flight campaigns using a single camera during the entire growing season is recommended in order to reduce sensor and optic-dependent impacts on SfM reconstruction. Otherwise, investigation of the effects of different sensor and lenses for SfM processing should be considered.
